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Introduction to
Employment Screening

“

“

Organisations continue to face 

challenges with the recruitment and 

retention of employees in today’s

fast-paced world. Employees can be 

the greatest assets and the biggest risk. 

At VerifyNow, we help organisations 

build a trusted workforce through 

services such as employment screening 

and recruitment.

Khai Ngo
CEO of VerifyNow

If you have a clear understanding of the position 

requirements, the personnel risk profile and who the 

person is from the outset – the chance of a successful 

hire is greatly enhanced.

You can develop a checklist of competency-based 

requirements, but how do you also uncover the right 

candidate from an ethical and integrity perspective?  

It’s simple – screen your candidates.

Verify the information that job candidates provide 

such as identity, criminal history, employment history, 

qualification and entitlement to work in Australia. Seek 

input from their nominated referees to get a better 

understanding of performance and suitability.
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Employment screening can be conducted in-house if you’ve 

got the capacity and expertise to meet both the requirements 

and time expectations. With existing staff involved in the process, 

organisations need to ensure they are appropriately trained and 

supported. 

Appropriate management is critical for the confidential access, 

handling and storage of sensitive personal information that is 

uncovered during the process. Further, ensure staff are mindful for 

potential conflict of interest and/or  bias in the process.

Alternatively, you can utilise the expertise of an established and 

trusted employment screening vendor. When you outsource some 

or all employment screening processes, you free up your talent 

acquisition teams to focus on providing higher value to your 

business.

Utilising a specialised vendor ensures your employment screening 

requirements are met. Partner with an established service vendor 

not only for their expertise but for speed of return and support in 

managing the employment screening experience.

In-house or Outsource

Introduction to Employment Screening
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The Privacy Act 1988 sets out requirements for collecting, storing, using 

and disclosing personal information. These are called the Australian 

Privacy Principles (APPs). All businesses should aim to comply with the 

privacy principles as a matter of good practice. 

The Professional Background Screening Association 

(PBSA) is a global organisation that exists to 

advance excellence in the screening profession. 

VerifyNow is a proud Member of the PBSA.

Privacy

Professional Membership

Introduction to Employment Screening

A dedicated employment screening platform should allow

businesses to: 

• register applicants in the one place

• review progress via a dashboard

• provide a secure environment for personal information and results 

• provide applicants with a one stop shop for screening that is easy 

to use and mobile friendly

Technology
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Why Screen Your Workforce?

Legislative and 
compliance requirements

Community expectations

Industry requirements

Risk management

Improve quality of hire

Highlight and strengthen
corporate culture

Recruit with confidence

Self-health check
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Search Shortlist Interview Pre-employment 
Screening

Selection
& Offer

Onboarding

Where does employment screening 
fit in the recruitment process?

Recruit with confidence knowing the claims made by the candidate have been verified. Make structured 

employment screening a key component of your recruitment process today. 

It’s good governance to continue to screen post on-boarding at regular intervals as roles and risk levels may 

change e.g. when an employee assumes a new role, or if legislative requirements dictate ongoing checks (police 

check, licence etc.)

Protect your brand, reputation and your employees.
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‘Before you hire someone, of course’.

Organisations need to ensure you have factored employment 

screening into the overall recruitment timeframe. 

Have you considered the following?

How to identify and engage an 

employment screening provider

Developing an employment screening 

framework to ensure consistent and 

appropriate application

Undertaking a risk assessment (based 

on positions and risk factors) to 

determine the appropriate checks 

needed

How the employment screening 

requirements is communicated to 

your candidates

Allowing time for the employment 

screening process to occur. This 

includes time for candidate submission, 

checks to be completed (international 

checks may need more time) and any 

subsequent follow-up questions

Reviewing screening outcomes and any 

further steps required








 

Where does employment screening fit in the recruitment process?
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The Essentials of
Employment Screening

Employees can be the greatest asset and 
the biggest risk of a business.  Workforce 
integrity and trustworthiness are crucial in 
today’s operating environment.

A thorough employment screening process 
is an integral part of recruitment for an 
organisation. It helps ensure you have the 
right fit for the role. Employment screening 
offers an organisation the ability to make an 
informed decision about the suitability of a 
candidate during the recruitment process.

Pre-employment screening can be the 
difference between hiring an excellent 
employee or subsequently finding you have 
a workplace liability. 

A helpful reference is the Australian 
Standard AS 4811-2006 Employment 
Screening, (although dated, it is still 
relevant).This includes the objectives of 
employment screening: ensuring integrity, 
identity, credentials and providing 
assurance on trustworthiness.
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• Entitlement to work check (VEVO)

• Professional Body Membership check

• Qualification check

• Identity verification

• Watchlist Check

• Police checks (Australia and International)

Credential and Qualification Criminal History and Identity

• Employment history verification

• Reference checks (online and phone)

• Psychometric assessments

• General Ability Tests

• Digital footprint check

• Comprehensive Applicant Review

• AFS licensees and authorised representative register 

check

• APRA disqualified register check

• APRA enforceable undertakings register check

• ASIC banned and disqualified register check

• ASIC enforceable undertaking register check

• Bankruptcy check

• Business interests and directorships check

Employment and Integrity Financial Regulatory and Business

Employment Screening
Categories and Check Types
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VerifyNow Recommended Essentials

Entitlement to
Work Check

Identity Verification/ 
Watchlists

Police Check

Reference Checks 

Employment History 
Verification

Qualification Check 
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Criminal history checks are commonly referred to as police checks 

and requested for employment-based or volunteer positions. 

Police Checks in Australia are processed through the Australian 

Criminal Intelligence Commission’s (ACIC) National Police Check 

Service (through accredited bodies such as VerifyNow). 

International police checks are also available and sensible if the 

candidate has lived/worked abroad for a considerable period. 

Police Check

The Essentials of Employment Screening

The Australian Federal Government Document Verification Service 

(DVS) is an online system for comparing identifying information with 

a government-issued record.

The DVS checks whether the personal information on an identity 

document matches the original record. The DVS makes it harder for 

people to use fake identity documents.

Identity Verification
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Reference checks do more than just measure and report on a 

candidate’s technical skills and work experience, they also give 

organisations valuable insight into a candidate’s work ethic and 

integrity.

Reference Checks

The Essentials of Employment Screening

Employment history is one of the most common falsifications that 

candidates make when applying for a job. They might provide 

inaccurate information about their past job titles, responsibilities 

and even reasons for termination, in the hope to secure a job offer. 

Companies who hire these fraudulent candidates can expose 

themselves to costly risks and reputational damage. 

Verify the claims including previous employers, dates of 

employments, positions held, status of employment and reason for 

departure. Be confident you’re hiring the best candidate.

Employment History Verification
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Are there specific qualifications required for the role?

Verify the candidate’s listed qualifications with the issuing 

organisation including name and location of institution, qualification 

type, course name, date of commencement and graduation.

Qualification Check

The Essentials of Employment Screening

Only registered organisations that have a visa holder’s permission 

can check visa details i.e. the work entitlements of visa including: 

if their status includes unlimited work rights, limited work rights 

including a description of the work conditions and/or no work rights. 

The Australian Government’s Visa Entitlement Verification Online 

(VEVO) system is used to conduct Entitlement to Work Checks. 

Entitlement to Work Check
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The Ultimate Guide on
Australian Police Checks
Also referred to as Criminal History Check, Police Checks are a 

common form of employment screening practice used by both 

international and domestic organisations when engaging an 

applicant who has previously lived and/or worked in Australia.

While specific jobs have mandatory requirements to perform police 

checks by law, employers are increasingly choosing to voluntarily 

conduct criminal history checks as part of their 

pre-employment screening efforts to mitigate risks in the business. 

VerifyNow’s guide will explain and clarify the differences between 

certain types of police checks, their benefits and certain legal 

obligations employers must be wary of when using police checks to 

help determine the suitability of a candidate.

Read the guide on the VerifyNow website.

https://verifynow.com.au/australian-police-checks/
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What was once primarily used to 

hire senior managers and top-level 

executives, psychometric testing has 

made its way across all industries 

and all levels.  Psychometric testing is 

now an integral part of all levels of a 

company’s recruitment and selection 

process.

Read more about psychometric testing 

in recruitment here.

“The best place to start is to really understand the role(s) that you 

are hiring for by doing a “job analysis” …This will help you choose 

assessments that measure the competencies or traits that are 

most important, and guide your decision-making around which 

candidates to advance through the process. It will be beneficial to 

engage an expert in Psychometric Assessment to help you get the 

most out of your investment in testing.”

VerifyNow’s resident registered Psychologist, Alex Wilkins

Psychometric Testing

https://verifynow.com.au/psychometric-testing-in-recruitment-overkill-or-underrated/
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Helpful
Blogs

The Importance of
Skills Assessments

6 Probity Checks Every 
Business Should Have

Outsourcing Pre-Employment 
Checks – Is this suitable for
Your Business?

How to Use Employment 
Screening to Minimise 
Employee Fraud

https://verifynow.com.au/importance-of-skills-assessments/
https://verifynow.com.au/importance-of-skills-assessments/
https://verifynow.com.au/6-probity-checks-that-every-business-should-have/
https://verifynow.com.au/6-probity-checks-that-every-business-should-have/
https://verifynow.com.au/outsourcing-pre-employment-checks-is-this-suitable-for-your-business/
https://verifynow.com.au/outsourcing-pre-employment-checks-is-this-suitable-for-your-business/
https://verifynow.com.au/outsourcing-pre-employment-checks-is-this-suitable-for-your-business/
https://verifynow.com.au/employee-fraud/
https://verifynow.com.au/employee-fraud/
https://verifynow.com.au/employee-fraud/
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What’s Next?
Employment screening is best approached with a strategic framework. Essentially, it’s a prudent business process. The 

benefits of having a strategic, consistent risk management approach significantly outweighs the investment.

Organisations need to be clear about why they need employment screening, what and when it is required, how the 

personal information will be collected and securely stored, who will conduct the checks and the next steps in the 

hiring process based on the screening outcomes.

• Identify screening requirements based on specific 

roles and their risk profile e.g. positions where 

employees have access to data, finance, systems or 

other sensitive organisational information. Note: the 

exposure risk is not always in the high-level roles in an 

organisation. Think admin/support roles with ready 

access to information.

• Map employment checks to specific roles e.g. 

finance roles may require more probity and therefore 

more checks.

• Design a simple matrix to set out the specific checks 

that are performed for each level of risk.

• Don’t under screen or over screen. This may lead 

to an inappropriate hire or could waste time and 

resources.

• Include in the framework, what pre-employment 

checks are required and when. Consider ongoing 

screening or with role changes as the risk profile may 

have also changed.

Steps to implement a robust
employment screening framework:
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Want to have a chat?

info@verifynow.com.au

Further Reading and Resources

At VerifyNow, our mission is to help
organisations build a trusted workforce. 

Contact our specialists today:

Guidelines for the Prevention of Discrimination in 
Employment on the Basis of Criminal Record (2012)

ICAC NSW Report: Strengthening Employment 
Screening Practices in the NSW Public Sector

Read Blogs on VerifyNow website

Listen to the HR Think Tank Podcast

For more information, visit www.verifynow.com.au

https://humanrights.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/human_rights/criminalrecord/on_the_record/download/otr_guidelines.pdf
https://humanrights.gov.au/sites/default/files/content/human_rights/criminalrecord/on_the_record/download/otr_guidelines.pdf
https://www.icac.nsw.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/2018-media-releases/icac-recommends-nsw-public-sector-tighten-screening-practices-to-combat-employment-application-fraud-and-corruption
https://www.icac.nsw.gov.au/media-centre/media-releases/2018-media-releases/icac-recommends-nsw-public-sector-tighten-screening-practices-to-combat-employment-application-fraud-and-corruption
https://verifynow.com.au/resources/blog/
https://verifynow.com.au/resources/podcast/
http://www.verifynow.com.au

